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We will remember 2007 as the year when foreigners tested the waters of
Japanese shareholder democracy - and their boat capsized. As the annual
meeting season came to an end, foreigners had lost every vote, and each
by a wide margin. Headlines such as ‘Foreigners Shut Out!’ proclaimed
defeats that were doubly bitter, being the result of direct shareholder
democracy in action. The losers could not complain: Japanese shareholders
had spoken for themselves and rejected their proposals.

What went wrong?
 Failure of shareholder referendums seeking support for tender offers and calls for
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higher dividends.

 These failures occurred despite foreign ownership nearing one-third of the market.
 Defeats were the result of direct shareholder democracy in action.

Legal playing field

 The basic qualifications to submit a proposal are simple.
 Procedures favour the status quo with 80-90% of annual meetings held in the final

week of June, where blank votes count for management.

 In addition, it is hard to identify the real shareholders, management control the

vote and shareholders have limited options for legal recourse against companies.

The politics of shareholder proposals

 Foreigners broadly lack credibility within the Japanese investment community.
 A more accommodating approach is necessary for success, actively reaching out to

potential allies.

 Japanese-style coalition building requires a substantial effort.

Trojan horse
 The first successful shareholder proposal is likely to have a Japanese face, silently

backed by foreign votes.

 This model nearly succeeded for DaVinci Advisors’ takeover bid for TOC.
 We note that some proposals may already have been successful without being

made public.

Foreign ownership on the rise, but proposals are still failing
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Straight to the source with CLSA
When industry innovations change as quickly as they are created, your ability to
respond could mean the difference between success and failure. In this volatile
environment, why rely entirely on broker research when you can tap into
unfiltered, unbiased primary research?
CLSA U is a value-added executive education programme created to allow
you to gain firsthand information and draw your own conclusions and
make better-informed investment decisions.
CLSA U offers tailored courses on a broad range of macro themes with a special
focus on technology and telecoms. The format ensures you learn as we do and
obtain firsthand information about prospects and trends in industries and sectors
that underline the companies in your portfolio.
You will interact and learn from the trailblazers at the centre of today’s
fastest-moving industries – experts, engineers and scientists who design,
implement and shape the new technologies today, which impact the
market tomorrow.
CLSA U is not a one-off event. It is an ongoing education programme restricted to
CLSA’s top clients. The syllabus will constantly evolve to meet your needs and
help you debunk the latest technologies, investment styles and industry trends
that affect the markets and sectors you invest in.
For more info, please email clsau@clsa.com or log on to www.clsau.com

Stephen Givens
Stephen Givens is a corporate lawyer who has spent his professional career
structuring, negotiating and closing cross-border transactions involving
Japanese companies. He has wide experience in cross-border mergers and
acquisitions, corporate governance issues, public and private financing,
strategic alliances and joint ventures. He grew up and was educated in
Tokyo, and has been based professionally in Tokyo since 1987. He is a
Professor in the Law Faculty of Aoyama Gakuin University and Lecturer at
Keio Law School. Before attending Harvard Law School, he was a graduate
fellow in the Law Faculty of Kyoto University.
He can be contacted at sbg@givens-gjb.com
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Foreword

Japan’s corporate riches have thus far proved elusive for activist investors.
Guest author Stephen Givens, a Harvard Law School graduate who has
practised corporate law in Japan for over 20 years and is currently a Professor
of Law at Aoyama Gakuin University and Lecturer at Keio Law School, gives
his insight into why foreign activists have been shut out.
Although 2007 has witnessed a surge in the number of shareholder proposals
from foreign investors, they have continued to fail. Historically, this could be
attributed to such factors as an unwillingness by investment banks to support
the proposals or to keiretsu crossholdings. Indeed, brokerages simply stopped
accepting orders when an attempt was made in the early 1980s by a Hong
Kong-based investor to gain a majority stake in Katakura Kogyo, while the
infamous T Boone Pickens attack on Koito Seisakusho did no favours for the
image of foreign investors.
However, some investment banks are now more willing to support hostile
activities, as evidenced by Oji Paper’s hostile bid for Hokuetsu. The landscape
of market ownership is also very different nowadays, with nearly 30% of the
market owned by foreigners versus just 5% in the 1980s, while the keiretsu
structure has now been significantly weakened. Nonetheless, the playing field
is still stacked against foreign investors.
Steel Partners gained much of the press this year with its Bulldog Sauce bid.
The American hedge fund is no stranger to Japan, having in 2003 bid for
cash-rich Sotoh and Yushiro Chemical. This triggered a structural change in
Japanese balance sheets, with management investing in long-term
investments instead of paying out cash. Ono Pharmaceutical is a more recent
example. After being pressured last year to raise its dividend, it successfully
defeated the proposals. But now with the spotlight off, management has
increased the dividend and announced a share buyback programme.
This suggests companies are not unwilling to pay out cash. Indeed, the
payout ratio in Japan continues to rise steadily, albeit well below international
levels. The real reason may be a disdain for being told what to do by
investors. Stephen’s view is that for activists to succeed they need to appeal
to the individual investors who still control 20% of the market and other key
participants such as banks. Indeed, this has worked. Although not a proposal
to management but rather a rejection of another proposal, Ichigo Asset
Management successfully rallied individuals to block a merger between Tokyu
Kohtetsu and Osaka Steel, the first successful action of its type.
Stephen’s report not only provides a path that may help any future proposals
succeed but also details the hurdles that favour management over investors.
However, as foreign ownership of the market structurally increases, we can
expect more proposals as investors continue to be lured by the ever-closerbut-still-elusive pot of gold at the end of Japan’s corporate rainbow.

Jolyon Montague
Head of Japan Research - Product
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The defeats of 2007
Foreigners shut out

The year 2007 will be remembered as the time when foreign shareholders
tested the waters of Japanese shareholder democracy and capsized. As the
annual meetings held during the last week of June came to an end, the
newspapers joyfully announced the results of votes on a dozen foreign
proposals with sports metaphors: “Foreigners Swept!” and “Foreigners Shut
Out!” The foreigners lost every contest, and by a wide margin. The defeats
were doubly bitter because they were the result of direct shareholder
democracy in action. The losers could not complain that management was
ignoring shareholder interests. Japanese shareholders had spoken directly for
themselves. Solace, however, could be found in the fact that many foreign
activists who stepped into the ring still made profits.

Tender offers

The shareholder referendums took two basic forms. The first was shareholder
response to foreign tender offers, notably Steel Partners’ tenders for Bulldog
Sauce and Tenryu Saw. Steel Partners offered ¥1,700 per share for Bulldog
Sauce, which had been trading in the ¥1,200-1,400 range (¥300-350 range
when adjusting for the potential dilution of the warrant issue) in the
preceding 12 months. In the face of the generous premium of 26.7% to the
previous month’s average price, 88% of the company’s shareholders voted to
adopt a poison pill, effectively foreclosing Steel Partners’ tender no matter
how much money it offered. Bulldog Sauces’ shareholders simply turned their
backs on Steel Partners’ money. It is also conceivable that, given that the
share price historically traded much higher than ¥1,700 in the early 1990s,
many investors did not want to realize a loss.
Figure 1

88% of shareholders
voted to adopt a
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Higher dividends

17 August 2007

Higher dividends were the second form of foreign proposal voted down by
Japanese shareholders. Steel Partners was prominent here too, submitting
dividend proposals to Brother Industries, Inaba Denkisangyo, Denki Kogyo,
Fukuda Denshi, and Ezaki Glico. Other foreign funds initiating dividend
proposals included Fursa Alternative Strategies to Noritz; Brandes Investment
Partners to Ono Pharmaceutical; The Children’s Investment Fund to J-Power
and Chubu Electric Power; and Safe Harbor to Shin-Nittan. The targets of
these dividend proposals could all be broadly described as “underperforming”
and “cash-rich”. For example, 73% of Ono Pharmaceutical’s total assets
consist of cash and other liquid financial assets, which earn a return of less
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than 1%. Brandes proposed a dividend of ¥700 per share, representing about
10% of the stock price, which would have reduced cash assets to 68% of
total assets—not life-threatening and leaving Ono Pharmaceutical “cash-rich”
by any measure. The other dividend proposals were more modest than that
by Brandes. Yet the shareholders of Ono Pharmaceutical and all the other
targets of dividend proposals rejected higher payouts across the board.
Figure 2

Cash-rich companies
such as Ono switched
from cash to long-term
investments in 2001
amidst the first
takeover deals
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What went wrong?
Home field advantages

How could Japanese shareholders so overwhelmingly reject proposals that
they should have seen were in their economic self-interest? If foreign
shareholders, who now hold close to one-third of the outstanding shares of
listed Japanese companies, expect shareholder activism to unlock latent value
in Japanese corporations, then they must learn from the defeats of 2007.
What follows is an analysis of the built-in legal and political advantages
enjoyed by Japanese management when faced with an unwanted shareholder
proposal. On the legal front, Japanese management benefits from a series of
home field advantages that cannot be entirely eliminated. These technical
advantages, and how to play against them, will be discussed in some detail.
Figure 3
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Political process wins

Intelligent legal tactics and planning, however, pale in significance compared
to the political process of winning shareholder votes. If foreigners hold 30%
of the shares of an average public company, a swing vote of 20% within the
Japanese shareholder constituencies is all that is required to create a winning
majority. The foreigners who submitted shareholder proposals in 2007 were
wrong-footed by the monolithic opposition of all Japanese constituencies individual shareholders, institutional investors and corporate shareholders
alike. The foreign proponents casually assumed that meritorious proposals
would spontaneously attract at least some Japanese support that would make
the vote competitive. Those assumptions turned out to be wrong, but what
remains true is that the margin between defeat and victory is a relatively
small Japanese swing vote. Identifying and winning over that swing vote is
the key to the future of shareholder activism in Japan.

Historical context and establishment attitudes
Unsavoury
contemporaries

17 August 2007

Hostile bids for corporate control, and, by the same token, uninvited
shareholder proposals, have historically been viewed as disreputable by the
Japanese establishment. The defeat of the foreign proposals in 2007 was in
large part attributable to their being lumped together in the public mind with
a long line of unsavoury corporate “raiders”, both domestic and foreign. In
turn, Steel Partners operated in a style that only seemed to confirm that it
was just the most recent embodiment of an unwelcome archetype.
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New hit TV show focuses
on foreigners taking over
Japanese companies

Figure 4

Figure 5

Hit TV drama Hagetaka . . .

. . . is based on foreigners taking over

Source: http://www.nhk.or.jp/hagetaka/story/outline01.html
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Once a tool
of the yakuza

For most of the 20th century, corporate raids and shareholder agitation were
commonly a form of extortion practiced by the yakuza, the Japanese mafia.
In postwar Japan, the accumulation of a public company’s stock by an
outsider was assumed - usually with good reason - to be the prelude to
greenmail. Corporate raiders, known as nottoriya (“hijackers”), as a rule
associated with organized crime, rarely succeeded in capturing control but
were amply rewarded by the ransoms paid by target companies. Past
association with yakuza extortion continues to taint the perceived legitimacy
of hostile bids and the exercise of direct shareholder democracy. Many of the
legal and practical impediments to direct shareholder democracy that are still
in existence, in fact first emerged as methods to help shield companies from
yakuza extortion. There is still little consciousness that corporate raiders
might in fact be beneficial for other shareholders by putting pressure on
management to maximize corporate value.

Greenmail

Steel Partners revived memories of another unpleasant chapter in the history
of hostile M&A - T Boone Pickens’ run for Koito Manufacturing. In 1989,
Pickens, like Steel Partners, loudly invoked the rhetoric of “shareholder rights”
to legitimize what the Japanese establishment perceived as a classic
greenmail. Pickens acquired 20% of Koito from Kitaro Watanabe, who was
widely assumed within Japan to be a “greenmailer” himself. Whether Pickens
was acting for himself or serving as a convenient foreign fig leaf for Watanabe
was never fully clarified. In any event, Pickens, as Koito’s largest shareholder,
demanded board representation, which the other Japanese shareholders
rejected. In response, Pickens mounted a noisy publicity campaign
complaining about Japan’s keiretsu system, cartels and closed trade and
investment markets. No doubt, Pickens was not the ideal missionary for the
new religion of shareholder rights, given that he himself was associated,
through Watanabe, with old-fashioned greenmail, and his own motives and
tactics appear to have been less than holy. In the end, stymied in his attempt
to take over Koito, Pickens resold his shares to Watanabe, further fuelling
speculation that the deal was a sham from the start.

Murakami and Horie

The foreign dividend proposals launched in 2007 also dredged up memories of
Yoshiaki Murakami’s dividend campaign against Tokyo Style in 2002-2004.
Murakami’s highly publicized proxy fight with Tokyo Style was stage-managed
as a corporate governance morality play. Murakami acquired 11% of Tokyo
Style, a relatively obscure apparel maker that had nearly $1bn in idle cash
sitting on its balance sheet. This represented 70% of its total assets and more
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than its market capitalization. Murakami proposed that the cash be paid out
as a special one-time dividend and to buy back one-third of all outstanding
shares. Murakami insisted that his fund be given seats on the Tokyo Style
board. In response, Tokyo Style management sought to portray Murakami as
an unprincipled greenmailer engaged in “asset stripping in the guise of
corporate governance.” With the support of foreign shareholders, who held
29% of Tokyo Style, Murakami launched a proxy contest to force a special
dividend but was ultimately unable to win over a majority of shareholders. In
the end, Murakami failed to win over Tokyo Style’s domestic “stable
shareholders” - banks and other institutions with separate lending and other
associations with Tokyo Style.
Figure 6

Figure 7

First Horie . . .

. . . and now Murakami

Source: Google images

Fallen star

Murakami’s Tokyo Style campaign attracted sympathetic press coverage at
the time. But by 2007, Murakami’s star had fallen in the wake of his arrest
and conviction for insider trading in connection with Livedoor’s bid for Nippon
Broadcasting System. The arrest and prosecution in 2006 of Murakami and
Livedoor’s Takafumi Horie, two of the leading proponents of “shareholder
democracy” and practitioners of hostile M&A, had by then badly discredited
shareholder rights rhetoric. The timing of the foreign proposals in 2007 could
not have been worse; they ran into a wall of collective fatigue at platitudes
about shareholders rights.

Establishment
backlash

The Tokyo High Court’s ruling in July 2007 endorsing the poison pill adopted
by Bulldog Sauce against Steel Partners reflects the full blossoming of
establishment reaction against the perceived abuse of shareholder democracy
by outsiders. The foreign shareholder defeats of 2007 must be read against
the mood and attitudes revealed in the Bulldog Sauce opinion. Picking up
suggestions in prior cases that special defensive measures could be
appropriate in the face of attacks by greenmailers and other abusive bidders,
the opinion justified the Bulldog Sauce pill on the grounds that Steel Partners
was an “abusive” player. When one reads further into the opinion to find out
what exactly characterizes an “abusive” bidder, it turns out that abuse
consists of “financial motivation” without an intention directly to own and
manage the target company for the very long term.

17 August 2007
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Maximising shareholder
returns not the goal

10

By this broad definition, hedge funds, private equity funds and probably a
large number of operating companies with an active M&A history can now be
put on a blacklist by Japanese management and effectively foreclosed from
acquiring unwilling companies at any price. The opinion explicitly endorses
the view that maximizing shareholder return is not the be-all and end-all of
the policies served by corporate law. The opinion announces a fuzzier vision
of “stakeholder” interests, including the interests of management and
company employees in continuity and job security. The opinion vividly
captures the current Japanese consensus - spanning the business
establishment, the government, press and the man in the street - that
squeezing the last nickel out of a company is not the point. Companies are
communities, villages, part of a larger organic fabric of relationships that
should not be up for sale to the highest bidder. Although this view of the
world probably strikes foreign investors in the Japanese stock market as
quaintly naive, the broad support it currently enjoys cannot be
underestimated. Nothing else adequately explains the foreign shareholder
defeats of 2007.
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Legal playing field
This section analyses some technical advantages Japanese management
enjoys when fighting a shareholder proposal and their tactical implications.

Basic qualifications
Greater than 1%
holding for six months,
submitted eight weeks
before meeting

The basic qualifications that must be satisfied to submit a proposal are
simple. A proposal may be initiated by a shareholder who holds more than
1% of shareholder votes and who has held the shares for a period of six
continuous months preceding the submission of the proposal. The proposal
must be submitted at least eight weeks prior to the date of the shareholders’
meeting to which it will be submitted. Therefore, getting the proposal on the
agenda in the first instance is usually not a major obstacle. The proposal is
submitted in the form of a demand letter that: 1) establishes that the
proponent meets the minimum shareholding and holding period
requirements; 2) states the proposal in the form of resolutions to be
submitted and voted on at the shareholders’ meeting; and 3) sets forth
reasons in support of the proposal in the form the proponent wants them to
appear in the annual meeting materials to be sent by the company to
shareholders.

Custodian issues
Power of attorney can
resolve custodian issues

If the shareholder holds shares in a global custodian account, as many foreign
funds do, it gives the target company the opportunity to throw up annoying
roadblocks. The custodian is the shareholder of record and the company can
refuse to deal with anyone except the shareholder of record. Custodians,
predictably, do not like to take an active, visible role, especially if it has the
potential for public conflict and litigation. The issue was successfully resolved
in 2007 by use of powers of attorney issued by the custodian to the fund
client, in effect delegating back to the client some of the authority the client
surrendered to the custodian when the shares were originally deposited. The
interposition of a custodian, however, generates a great deal of awkwardness
and annoyance. Shareholders contemplating a shareholder proposal whose
shares are kept with a global custodian should consider re-registering the
minimum qualifying number of shares directly in the shareholder’s own name.

Content of shareholder proposal
No explicit rules

There are no explicit rules on the form a dividend proposal must take. The
proposal can be extremely simple. For example, TCI’s proposal to J-Power
merely stated, “Resolved, that the dividend payable with respect to the fiscal
year ending March 31, 2007 be ¥100.” In contrast, there are various
considerations that will argue in favour of more complicated proposals. A
short, simple proposal has the great virtue of being easy to read and
understand but a too-simple proposal has its own pitfalls. Finding the right
balance requires a delicate set of compromises and judgments. Here are
some examples of things that can complicate the proposal:
 First, a proponent may want to propose a share buyback instead of, or in

addition to, a cash dividend as a means of returning cash to shareholders.
A share buyback has the advantage of giving shareholders the choice to
cash out or remain invested in the company, while a cash dividend applies
proportionately to all shareholders. Adding a share buyback complicates
the drafting and mechanics. It requires setting a maximum buyback price
and timeframe during which the buyback will be implemented. Inevitably,
a buyback entails giving company management discretion over the manner
of implementation. But, of course, the more the proposal tries to define

17 August 2007
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and control the details, the less digestible it will be to shareholders reading
the proposal.
 Second, the proposal can try to clarify whether the dividend being

proposed is in lieu of, or in addition to, any dividend being proposed by
management. Without guidance on this question somewhere in the body of
the proposal, it will be ambiguous to a shareholder who wants to vote in
favour of the more generous dividend whether to vote for or against
management’s less generous dividend (or leave the box blank). Ambiguity
in voting instructions and the potential for inconsistently completed ballots
give management, which controls the vote counting and ballot qualification
process, an inherent advantage in the process.
 Third, if the proposed dividend is large, there may be insufficient cash on

hand to make the payment or insufficient balances in retained earnings or
other unrestricted capital accounts from which dividends can be legally
paid. This contingency may in turn require the proposal to direct
management to liquidate non-cash assets, borrow funds to create enough
cash to pay the dividend, or shift or reclassify funds sitting in restricted
capital accounts. Trying to address these issues can lead to complicated
drafting and threaten to make the proposal difficult for shareholders to
read and absorb.
 Fourth, particularly if the proposed dividend is large, the proponent will

want to consider specifying a record date for the dividend other than the
normal fiscal year end record date. The normal default record date, both
for the right to vote at the annual meeting and to receive the dividend
declared and approved at the annual meeting, is the last day of the fiscal
year, ie end of March in the case of most Japanese companies. Assume a
shareholder submits a proposal for a large dividend in April. Whether the
dividend will be approved will not be known until the annual meeting at
the end of June. If the date of record for receiving dividends is the end of
March, it will tend to depress trading in the stock and put downward
pressure on the stock price because purchasers buying the stock after the
end of March will not receive the dividend. Furthermore, there will be no
clear ex-dividend price as long as it is unclear which of two dividend
proposals will prevail at the annual meeting. For these reasons, a
proponent of a large dividend will normally want to specify the date of the
annual meeting as the date of record both for voting and for receiving
dividends. This will eliminate any disincentive to trading in the period prior
to the annual meeting and could attract new investors more likely to vote
in favour of the higher dividend proposal.

Statement of reasons
Keep it short

12

The proposal will be followed in the written materials distributed to
shareholders by a written statement of supporting reasons. There is no longer
an explicit limitation on the length of the statement, but anything longer than
three or four paragraphs will be vulnerable to being cut by management.
Three or four paragraphs are generally insufficient to make anything other
than a crude case for a dividend proposal. Management is free to rebut the
proposal without space limitations. Bottom line, the positive case for the
proposal must be made somewhere other than in the cold print of the proxy
statement, i.e., in presentations to analysts and major shareholders as well
as on websites and paid newspaper editorials more fully explaining and
justifying the proposal.

www.clsau.com
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Annual meeting crush
80-90% of annual
meetings held in
final week of June

The annual meetings of 80-90% of Japanese public companies are packed
into the final week of June. In addition, annual meeting agendas and proxy
statements are typically mailed out the bare minimum two weeks before the
annual meeting date. These practices started as a defensive convoy-like
response by Japanese corporations to sokaiya extortion. 1 Squeezing annual
meetings into the last week in June makes it very hard for a dissident
shareholder to compete for shareholder attention. Institutional and corporate
shareholders are literally swamped with annual meeting agendas and proxy
statements that must be turned around within a two-week period. The
system, by design or otherwise, makes it especially inconvenient for foreign
shareholders to vote. During a two-week period, the annual meeting
materials must be translated into English and then physically sent through
the chain of custodians and other intermediaries to the ultimate foreign
shareholder and back again. Foreign shareholders typically have only a few
days’ time to analyze the agenda and vote. It is estimated that less than 20%
of foreign shareholders actually vote.

Blank votes
Blank votes count
for management

Blank votes count as votes for management. This is a huge advantage. Most
ballots/proxies contain legends that state blank ballots/proxies will be voted
in favour of management’s proposals. Many ballots/proxies are typically
turned in blank. This reflects not only shareholder apathy but also the
inclination of overwhelmed institutional shareholders in the midst of the June
annual meeting season to defer to management.

Shareholder identification
Hard to find the
real shareholders

Shareholders have the right to see the shareholder register, but this will not
necessarily identify who the ultimate beneficial owners are. A large number of
shares are registered in the name of trustees and nominees. In recent years,
Japanese management has begun to invest effort and resources into
identifying and communicating with the “real” shareholders standing behind
the registered nominees. Management will typically tend to know its own
shareholder base much better than a foreign activist shareholder.

Control of vote-counting process
Management in control

Management controls the vote-counting process, including decisions on how
to count ambiguous or inconsistent votes. In a close vote, this can be critical.
Shareholder proponents can ask for court-appointed inspectors to monitor the
process. Inspectors tend to keep the process more transparent and honest
but have no authority to make decisions or certify the vote.

1
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Sokaiya are a species of relatively minor league gangster who, as their name indicates (sokai = general
shareholders’ meeting) make their living as protection racketeers, often posing as social activists, who
pressure public companies to pay money (or take out very expensive magazine subscriptions) to avoid
unpleasant disruption at the annual shareholders’ meeting.
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Weak sanctions
Minorities have few rights

A further significant advantage for company management is the weakness of
legal sanctions that can be brought by a shareholder against a company that
decides to resist. For example, assume a target company were to refuse to
include a dividend proposal in the annual meeting agenda because of alleged
technical defects. The only legal sanction that would be effective in forcing
the company to include the proposal in the agenda - an injunction ordering
the proposal to be included issued by a Japanese court prior to the mailing of
the annual meeting proxy materials - is not available in these circumstances
from a Japanese court. Japanese courts are also highly reluctant to invalidate
the results of shareholder votes even if it can be proven that proper
procedures were not followed.
The only legal remedy available to a proponent is to sue the company after
the fact for monetary damages. It is unlikely that a proponent could prove, or
court would award, meaningful monetary damages in a case of this kind. Most
public companies, for reasons of dignity and public image, would probably
stop short of refusing to include a proposal in the agenda for reasons that
would be perceived as flimsy or in bad faith. Nonetheless, the reluctance of
Japanese courts to intervene meaningfully, in real time, in disputes involving
shareholder proposals gives company management significant leverage. It
means that company management can accept proposals, and impose
conditions, largely on their own terms, without fear of court intervention or
sanctions.

14
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The politics of shareholder proposals
As the previous section has highlighted, management enjoys a series of
advantages that, taken together, tilt the playing field in its favour. These
advantages, however, do not come close to explaining the foreign shareholder
defeats of 2007.
Foreigners lack credibility

The real reason that the foreign funds’ dividend proposals crashed was that
they could not counter the perception that they were outsiders with no real
roots, track record or credibility in the Japanese business establishment. The
fact that they were foreign was not necessarily fatal. Goldman Sachs,
Microsoft and Renault, among others, have proved that foreign businesses
can, over time, earn something approaching insider status within the
Japanese business establishment. When these companies speak, people
listen. What was fatal was that few locals had ever heard of Fursa Alternative
Strategies, Harbinger Capital Partners or Safe Harbor. They did not even have
an address in Japan, much less a social network within the community.

Need favourable press

The idea that serving up an objectively sound proposal would win Japanese
shareholder support purely on its own merits was naive, and underscored the
fact that foreigners were out of touch with the way things work in Japan. The
foreign proponents failed to attract any favourable press coverage; they did
not know which reporters to call. For the most part, they did not even try to
take their case to institutional and corporate shareholders; they had no idea
how to get through the right doors. Their political efforts were limited to
preaching to the already converted—other foreign shareholders.
Compounding matters, the timing could not have been worse. The convictions
of Murakami and Horie, together with the backlash against Steel Partners’
style and agenda, made it easy to vote against the foreign proposals,
regardless of merit.

Rethink the approach

Going forward, foreign shareholder activists who hope to have a real impact
on corporate behaviour will have to redesign their approach and address the
earthy realities of shareholder politics and demographics. Simply putting a
proposal on the ballot and hoping it will spontaneously attract Japanese votes
on its own merits is a formula for further frustration. Unless foreigners shift
gears, they risk ending up like Japan’s Socialist and Communist parties,
voices perpetually crying in the wind for 50 years.
The following are some suggestions on steps foreign shareholders should take
to close the electoral gap.

Play to win
Better preparation

17 August 2007

If the foreign shareholders who submitted proposals in 2007 had had the
capacity to count votes before they submitted the proposals, they would have
known they faced certain defeat. Knowing this, they would have been better
off waiting. The defeats of 2007 were a public relations nightmare and
created negative momentum for the future. Floating proposals that are sure
to be shot down is plain bad politics, albeit Steel Partners still managed a
healthy return from its investment in Bulldog Sauce. As discussed below, once
a proponent can show management it has a winning hand before a proposal
is officially submitted, management will almost always voluntarily fold and
adopt the proposal rather than risk a humiliating public defeat. Paradoxically,
real victory will come when the issue no longer needs to be forced through an
adversarial shareholder process.
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Reach out to Japanese allies
Shareholder activism a
foreigners’ issue

Because of the experience of 2007, shareholder activism is now widely
perceived as a foreign issue. The main political challenge that foreigners now
face is to reverse this perception. In many ways, the posture of the debate is
wholly familiar. Gaiatsu (foreign pressure-absorbed), adapted and
manipulated by domestic interest groups for their own purposes, has been
the mechanism by which Japan has gradually integrated into the world
economy and capital markets for over a century. Finding Japanese allies in
the long run should not be difficult to the extent that the foreign proposals
are manifestly in the economic self-interest of Japanese shareholders. What is
needed are Japanese advocates for the proposals who can give the message
respectability, or, put another way, help eliminate the inhibiting shame that
would be involved in voting for a foreign proposal today.

PFA a local partner

There are several categories of natural sympathisers within the Japanese
shareholder constituencies. First, institutions whose explicit mandate is to
optimise shareholder return, ie public and private pension managers and
domestic mutual funds (investment trusts). Pooled pension and mutual fundtype investment vehicles are a still small but growing percentage of the
market. The Pension Fund Association, which represents Japan’s corporate
pension funds, has recently promulgated a series of standards and policies
broadly consistent with the foreign shareholder agenda. Reaching out to the
Pension Fund Association and using its prestige to spread the message is an
obvious step, as is networking within the professional investment
management community.

Banks and insurance
companies a swing vote

Banks and insurance companies directly invested in public companies are
another critical swing vote. Their inclination to vote automatically for
management is being eroded by the decline of the main banking system and
direct bank finance generally, growing sensitivity to the maxims of corporate
governance, and the fact that their foreign ownership now approaches 30%.
Figure 8
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Finally, individual shareholders are a natural source of votes which ought in
the long run to be motivated by economics rather than patriotism. Foreign
shareholders made no serious effort to communicate their message to
individual shareholders in 2007 and most did not know how to begin.
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Collective action
Build grassroots support

17 August 2007

It is easy and relatively inexpensive for a foreign shareholder simply to place
a proposal on the annual meeting agenda. It is also relatively easy for an
unknown political candidate to collect enough signatures to appear on the
ballot. Actually winning the election, though, is an entirely different ballgame.
In the context of shareholder proposals, the political work that needs to be
done to assemble a winning coalition takes time, effort and investment that
tend to be beyond the capacity of any single shareholder. Some foreign
shareholders are beginning to pool resources and coordinate efforts to build a
platform from which to initiate dialogues with Japanese shareholder
constituencies, in some cases working with foreign investment banks that
have built extensive networks within the Japanese business establishment. It
seems clear, in any event, that shareholder proposals thrown up out of the
blue by outsiders are bound to fail and that any successful effort requires
Japanese-style relationship and coalition building close to the ground.
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Trojan horse
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Japanese face to
lead the charge

It seems quite likely that the first successful shareholder proposal will have a
sponsor with a Japanese face, backed by silent foreign votes. This was the
model of the Murakami fund’s campaign against Tokyo Style, which resulted
in a vote much closer than any in 2007. It was also a factor in the recent
tender offer by DaVinci Advisors for TOC, in which DaVinci failed to get a
majority by a little over 10%. A domestic Japanese shareholder out front
leading the campaign helps neutralise the perception that it is a confrontation
between foreign Black Hats and Japanese White Hats. Sponsorship by a
reputable Japanese institution lends credibility, not to mention access to the
larger community of public opinion. Not surprisingly, the more established the
institution, the less willing it will be to assume a public, aggressive role. In
the short run, however, teaming up with a less established Japanese sponsor
(including some of the emerging Japanese private equity and hedge funds) is
probably a safer bet than having an unknown foreigner lead the charge.

The unheard change

As suggested earlier, however, the most successful shareholder proposals are
likely to be the ones we never hear about - namely, the situations in which
management capitulates before a formal shareholder proposal is publicly
submitted. There are likely to be established domestic institutional investors
who would be willing to take a message to management on the understanding
that while the threat of a submitting a formal shareholder proposal might be
usefully employed in negotiations, the trigger would ultimately not be pulled.
A public shareholder proposal, like litigation, exemplifies the unseemly airing
of dirty laundry that the Japanese business establishment avoids at all costs.
When foreign shareholders begin to understand this paradox, putting together
a winning coalition of shareholder interests should not take too long or be too
difficult.

Some companies
already reforming

Is it possible that the first successes have already taken place out of public
sight and hearing during the 2007 campaign? Have a look at which companies
declared large dividends, and who their shareholders are.
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Figure 9

Dividend growth, the silent change
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